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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with constructing irreducible, unitarizable 
representations of affine Lie Algebras. Irreducible unitarizable represen- 
tations for afine Lie Algebras with respect o a compact form were studied 
in [l-3]. In this paper we construct representations for afline Lie Algebras 
which are unitarizable with respect to any (not necesarily compact) form 
coming from a finite dmensional Lie Algebra. 
Let L(6) = 8 Oc C[t, t ~ ‘1 be a loop algebra of a finite dimensional 
simple Lie Algebra 6 and L(S) be a semi-direct product of L(0) and a 
derivation d defined by [d, A’@ t”] = nX@ t”. 
Fix k 2 1 and let 6, = Ok 8 be the direct sum of k copies of 0. Let 
a = (al) u2, . ..) ak) be a sequence of distinct non-zero complex numbers. 
Define the Lie Algebra homomorphism +(a): L(6) --, ek by 4(a)(X@ t”) = 
(q/Y, . ..) a;X), XE 8, neZ. Let (V, t) be a @,-module. We now 
construct an Z(6)-module (L(V), n(a)) by n(a)(X@ t”)(o@ t”) = 
(T(KrOf7) u)Oln+m, 17(a)du@t”=mv@t”for all XEO, UE V, and for 
all m, n E Z(&a) = 4). 
The aim of this paper is to study the L(6))-module L(V). 
Fix a Cartan subalgebra 5? c 6. One of our main results is that if (V, T) 
is an irreducible 8,-module which is also an !& = @ik !&weight module 
(one important class of such V’s is provided by the discrete series 
representations of Qk), then (L(V), Z7(a)) is a completely reducible 
E(G))-module (Theorem (3.1)). If further a = (a,, . . . . a,) is chosen such that 
(uJu~)~! # 1 for i#j, then (L(V), n(a)) is an irreducible i;(B)-module 
(Theorem (3.14)). We will give a counter example to show that 
(L(V), n(a)) is not always irreducible (Example (2.11)). 
Under Section 4 we study the question of unitarizability of L(V) with 
respect o any form coming from (5 (not necessarily a compact form). Our 
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main result (Theorem (4.3)) asserts that L(V) is unitarizable with respect 
to a form of L(6) induced from any form of 6 iff &-module is 
unitarizable with respect to the corresponding form on Ejk and lail = [ai1 
for all i, j. 
The above result in the special case where V is a finite dimensional 
(ii,-module is due to Chari and Pressley [ 11. They make crucial use of the 
highest weight vector in I’, whereas we do not have such a vector at our 
disposal in our general setup, which forces us to give a proof completely 
different from that of [ 11. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For NE Z write L, = C[t”, tBN], the ring of Laurent polynomials in an 
indeterminate tN. Put L = L,. For any vector space V over C define 
L(V)= V&L. 
Let 6 be a simple finite dimensional Lie Algebra over C. Fix a Cartan 
subalgebra !2 G 6. Let L(6) be the loop algebra 8 mc L with the Lie 
Algebra structure given by [X@ t”, Y@ t”‘] = [X, Y] @ t”+m for all 
X, YE(S and for all m,n~Z. Define E(G)=L(B)@Cdand [d,X@t”]= 
nX@ t” for all XE 6 and for all n E Z. Then L(O) becomes a Lie Algebra. 
Fix an integer k > 0 and let a = (a,+, . . . . uk) where a,, a,, . . . . uk are non- 
zero complex numbers. Define the Lie Algebra homomorphism d(a); 
L(6) + 0 k (Ii by q5(a)(X@ t”) = (a;X, . . . . u;X). It is easy to see that #(a) is 
surjective iff ui # uj for i #i. Throughout the paper we will assume that #(a) 
is surjective and often abbreviate 4(a) by 4, where no confusion is likely. 
Let V be a vector space over C. For any u E V and n E Z, denote u(n) = 
u 0 t” E L( V). In particular we denote X(n) = X@ t” for XE 6 and n E Z. 
Let (V, 7) be a @,-module which is a weight module for the Cartan sub- 
algebra !i?!,. Then (V, 7 0 4) is an L(6)-module (under the following action 
7~4(x)u=t(#(x))u, XEL(6)). w e will just denote it by (V, 4). Since 
&L(2)) = Qk, V decomposes under the subalgebra L(!i?) as V= @ c V,,, 
where the sum is over all k-tuples p = (pi, p2, . . . . pLk), pi E f?*, and where 
V,, = {u E V; h(n) u = xi pi(h) ulu for all n E Z and for all h E 2). Now define 
a new module (L(V), L!(a)) for z(O) by 
WWWO)(~(~)) = k&W) u)(n + 4 
Wa)(4(+)) = mu(m) forall XEO,uEV,andm,noZ. 
(1.1) 
It is clear that L(2) leaves V,, & L invariant and the action can be 
described by the following “multi-character” I++,,: U(L(!i?)) + L which is 
obtained by extending the map h(n) + C pi(h) u;t” as an algebra 
homomorphism (U(L(2)) is the universal enveloping algebra of L(2).) 
The remainder of Section 1 will be devoted to studying multi-characters. 
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DEFINITION (1.2). Any vector in V, @o L is called a multi-weight vector 
with multi-weight p. 
Let P= (k, p2, . . . . pk), pie !i?*. We will say p # 0 if pi # 0 for some i. 
Remark (1.3). Observe that U(L(2)), L are Z-graded commutative 
algebras, and $,, is a graded homomorphism. Hence the image of $,, is 
a graded subalgebra. It is easy to see that L, are the only graded 
subalgebras, which can arise as the image of a tj, (p # 0). 
The following lemma is stated in Cl] and can easily be verified. Let 
P = (P, 1 1123 ...9 pk) where pie I?* are non-zero weights. 
LEMMA (1.4). If image I,!J,, = L, then k = rP, P E Z, and there exist a 
primative rth root of unity E, complex numbers b(,,, bCz,, . .. . b(,,,, and a 
permutation r~ of (1,2, . . . . k} such that 
(1) a,(,) = Ebcl), aac2) = E’b(,), . . . . K,(,) = E’b(l) 
ao(r+l) = Eb (2)y .. . . ..) ao(2r) = Erb(Z, 
ao(kpr+ ,) = Eb(,, ... . . . . a,(k) = E’bCp) and 
(2) P o(,)=po(2) = . . . . . . . . . . . . =pucr, 
P o(r+l) = . . . . . . . . . = Po(2,) 
. ..*.**..................... . . . 
p(o(k&r+l) = Z/Qk) 
We recall the following well-known fact. 
Fact A. Let a,, u2, . . . . ak be distinct non-zero complex numbers. Then 
the determinant of the matrix (uU)r d j,jsk, uq = a{-‘, is (the Vandermonde 
determinant) ni,j (ai - uj) and hence is non-zero. 
The following Lemmas (1.5) and (1.6) follow easily from fact A. 
LEMMA (1.5). Let $,, and I/I,, be multi-characters of (L(V), n(a)). Then 
$, = IfiA implies p = XL. 
Put S = (1, 2, ,..) k}. For any multi-weight 1= (A,, A,, . . . . &) of 
(L(V), 17(a)), let Z(X)= (iES; &#O}. As usual by #Z(h) we mean the 
number of elements of Z(k). 
LEMMA (1.6). Let cl, c2, . . . . ck, d,, d,, . . . . dk be non-zero complex num- 
bers such that ci # cj and di # dj for i # j. Suppose that xi li c; = xi pi d,!’ for 
n E Z, where Izi, pi E !2*. Then there exists a permutation ts of S such that 
Ri = pCCi, for i E S and ci = deCi, for all i E Z(L). 
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COROLLARY (1.7). Suppose there exists a permutation 7 of S such that 
ci = sd,(;, for all i E S and for some non-zero complex number s. Then sm = 1 
where m = # Z( 1). 
Proof By Lemma (1.6) there exists a permutation cr of S such that Izi = 
pOcij for all i E S, Ci = dOci, for all ie Z(1), and a(Z(1)) = Z(p). By rearranging 
the p;s and the dis we can assume that Z(1) = Z(p). (Accordingly, the per- 
mutations (r and z will change.) 
For all iEZ(k), we have dj= c,-I(~) =sd,a,-lci,. Put zocr-1 =y, Let j(i) be 
the least positive integer such that 
y.‘(‘)(j) = i. (l-8) 
Claim. For iE Z(1), s is aj(i)th primitive root of unity. In particular, for 
all i E Z( 1L), j(i) = 1 for some integer 1. 
To prove the claim, we have from (1.8), for i E Z(k), di = sd,(,,,(,, = . . = 
#i) d = j(r) sAi) d. Therefore sjci) = 1. From the definition ofj(i) and the fact 
that the d:s ark’ distinct, it is easy to see that s is a j(i)th primitive root. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
It is not hard to see that y(Z(a))= Z(h) and 1 divides #Z(1). This 
completes the proof of Corollary (1.7). 
2. TOWARDS COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY 
Suppose V is irreducible as @,-module. Then obviously (V, 4) is 
irreducible as L(B)-module. But is (L(V), ZZ(a)) as L(e)-module 
irreducible? The answer is that it is not always irreducible, but it is com- 
pletely reducible (see Section 3). 
Under this section we will prove some lemmas which will be useful in 
proving the theorem of complete reducibility under Section 3. At the end of 
this section, we will give an example to show that (L( I’), ZZ(a)) is not 
always irreducible. 
Write U(L(G)) = @ ie x Hi where [d, Hi] = iH,. 
LEMMA (2.1). With the above notation the following is true. 
(i) WYQ!)) is an irreducible L( 2) @ C d-module for any non-zero 
multi-weight vector v E V. 
(ii) U(L(L?))(v+ w) = U(L((3)) v+ U(L(2)) w, where v and w are 
multi-weight vectors of multi-weights li. and p, respectively, except in the case 
when there exists a non-zero complex number s such that 
hIH”=SnkAf. for all n E Z. 
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Proof (i) Use the fact (Remark (1.3)) that the image of any multi- 
character is L, for some NE Z. 
(ii) It is enough to prove that v and w belong to U(L(ll?))(v f w). 
Suppose there exists n and XE H, such that t++*(X) = 0 and Ii/,(X) # 0. Then 
we are done. Therefore we can assume that Image $,, = Image tj,, = L, for 
some r and there exists XE H, such that til(X) = ct’, $,(X) = dr’, with c, d 
non-zero complex numbers. Then Xn(u + w) = c”v(nr) + d”w(nr) for all 
ncZ. Now for all h~f?!, one has n(h(nr))(v+ w) =A,u(nr)+B,w(nr), 
where 
A,= i rlj(h) by 
i= I 
B, = i r,ui(h) b; where rZ=k (see (1)) 
i= 1 
and bi = a;. (Use Lemma 1.4 and if necessary rearrange the 1;s. There is no 
loss of generality in assuming Z(1) = S.) If A./c” # B,/d” for some n then we 
can separate v and w. So assume A,, = s”B, for all n where s = c/d. Then we 
have C r&(h) b; = A,, = s”B,, = sn C rpi(h) by. Therefore 1(11 JH, = Ytj,, I,,“. 
Hence the result. 
DEFINITION (2.2). Let I, R be multi-weights of (L(V), ZZ). We shall say 
that I - c if ij,, 1 Hn = s”l(l,, 1 Hn for some non-zero complex number s. 
Clearly - is an equivalence relation. For a multi-weight li. of (L(V), ZZ), 
denote by [A] the set of all multi-weights p of (L(V), Z7) such that c - 1. 
From Lemma (1.5) we have CO] = {0}, where 0 = (0, 0, . . . . 0). 
DEFINITION (2.3). A vector UE V ts, @L is called multi-weight vector up 
to permutation of type li and for short we call it an MUP of type 1. 
COROLLARY (2.4). U(L(!G))(v + w) = U(L(!G)) v + U(L(2)) w for any 
MUP vectors v and w of type A and c such that [lL] # [c]. 
LEMMA (2.5). Let 3L be a multi-weight of (L(V), Z7). Put m= #Z(5). 
Then $11 H,. =t+G,IHmnfor all nsZ andfor any FE [I.]. 
ProoJ: Let lo E [lL] and s be a non-zero complex number such that 
$5(H0=~n$CIHn for all nEZ. 
Note that m= #Z(l)= #Z(p) (Lemma (1.6)). By Corollary (1.7) Y= 1. 
This completes the proof of Lemma (2.5). 
Remark (2.6). Suppose Image I/J, = L,.. Then r/m. See Lemma (1.4). 
Write U(t(G)) = D for the universal enveloping algebra of L(B). 
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Remark (2.7). (i) For v E L( I’), write v =Ci vi(ki) where V,E V, kiE Z. 
Define v(r) =I; vi(k,+ r) and observe that if VE tiw for w E L( V), then 
v(r) E Ow(r) for all r E Z. 
(ii) For any non-zero vector VEL( I’), define T: 0v -+ &(l) as 
T(Xv) = Xv(l), XE 0. It is easy to see that T is an isomorphism of 
L( @)-modules (not of E( %)-modules). 
LEMMA (2.8). For any non-zero MUP vector v E L(V) of type 5, one has 
&(m) = Ov where m = #I(S). 
Proof. By definition of MUP vectors, v = xi vi where each vi is a multi- 
weight vector of multi-weight 31,~ 1. Let Image 11/& = L,. Then by 
Remark (2.6) there exists 1 such that m = rl. By Lemma (2.5) we have 
ljll 1 Hnvl =I++, 1 Hmn for all n E Z. In particular ti5 I HI, = tiII 1 H,,. 
Let Q E U(L(L3)) of degree r such that $*(Q) # 0. Consider 
Q’v = 1 Q’vi= 1 $JQ’) v;(4 = til(Q’) C viW) = $k(Q’) W. 
I I 
Therefore v(m) E 0~. Similarly we can prove that v( -m) E uv which implies 
by Remark (2.7) (i) that VE &(m). This completes the proof of 
Lemma (2.8). 
The following is very standard in representation theory. 
LEMMA (2.9). Let W be a non-zero E(e)-submodule of (L( V), I7) and 
let w = xi wi(ki) E W, where W;E V and ki are distinct integers. Then 
wi(ki)s W for all i. 
ProoJ Suppose the lemma is false. Then there exists w E W such 
that w =Cf=, w,(k,) and w,(k,)$ W for all i. Clearly we can assume that 
1 is minimal. Consider II(d) w = Cf= I k,w,(k,) (recall (1.1)). Then 
kiwi-n(d)w=Cf=, (k,-k;) w,(k,)E W, a clear contradiction to the 
minimality of 1. 
LEMMA (2.10). Let W be a non-zero E(8)-submodule of (L( V), II). Then 
W admits a non-zero MUP vector of type A such that Image $& = L. 
Proof Let S: L(V) --f V be the linear map given by S(v(n)) = u, v G V. It, 
is easy to see that S is a (surjective) L(G)-module map. (It is not an L(s)- 
module map.) We claim that S(W) = V. Since S is an L(B)-module map 
and V is an irreducible L(B)-module, it is sufficient o prove that S(W) is 
non-zero. Since W is an L(B) ( = L(6) @ Cd)-module, W contains elements 
of the form v(n) for v non-zero. Clearly S(v(n)) ~0. Now to verify 
Lemma (2.10), it is sufficient to prove that V as a @,-module admits a 
multi-character 3, such that Image e,, = L, which can be seen using 
Lemma (1.4). See also Remark (4.9) where we exhibit such a 1. 
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Now we will give an example to show that (L(V), n(a)) is not always 
irreducible. The example is similar to one given in [2]. 
EXAMPLE (2.11). Let r be a positive integer dividing k. Set p = k/r and 
let E be an rth primitive root of unity. Choose complex numbers 
b(l), b(2)? .“3 bcpj such that b,i,/b,j, is not a root of unity for i#j. Define 
a,, a,, . . . . ak as: 
a,=Ebc,,,a,=e2bc,,, . . . . . . . , a,=e’bclj 
a r+l = &b(,,, . . . , . . . . . . . . , a2r = E’bc2, 
,.................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a kp,+,=~bcp,, . ..+........ ,ak=crbcpJ. 
Let V,, V,, . . . . VP be irreducible B-modules which are also weight- 
modules under !G. Put V=V,0...0V,0V20...~V2~...~ 
VP @ . . . 8 VP, each Vi occurring r times. Assume further that V as a 
Bk-module is irreducible. [For example, let I,, 1,, . . . . & E f?* and let V(1,) 
be the irreducible highest weight-module with highest weight li for 2. Then 
oi V(,$) is an irreducible (ti,-module, in fact a highest weight module with 
highest weight (1,) A,, . . . . A,).] 
Claim 1. For any non-zero multi-character a of (L(V), n), L, E 
Image ICI*. To prove this, let Image tjk = L,. Then by the choice of 
b(l), b(,,, . . . . bcpj and Lemma (1.4), it is easy to see that s 1 r. Hence Claim 1. 
Claim 2. For any non-zero MUP vector u of type 5, A #O, 
u(/,)E U(L(f!)) u(12) whenever I, =12(r). Let PE [A]; then there exists a 
non-zero complex number s such that *A 1 Hn = s”+,,~H,, for all n E Z. Using 
Claim 1 and arguments similar to the proof of Lemma (2.8), to prove 
Claim 2, it is sufficient to prove sr = Id. 
From Lemma (1.6), there exists a permutation c of S such that ai = saoci, 
for all i E Z(k). (Since 1# 0, Z(5) is non-empty.) From the choice of 
bt,,> bpp ..-y bm it follows that for i E Z(1), one has a, = Pagcij (1 <m < r). 
Therefore s’= (E~)~ = 1. 
Now define an automorphism cr of L(V) by 
a(u,@u,@ . ..u.@uu,+,@ ... @u,@t”) 
where wi+, =uifori&O(r) w~,-~)~+,=u,,,s=~,~ ,..., p. 
It is easy to verify that or = Id and 0 commutes with the E((li) action. 
Note that by doing so one could see the importance of the special choice of 
a. Now consider, for 1< i G r, v’= {u E L(V); a(u) = E’u}. This is an E(O)- 
submodule of L(V). It is easy to see that Vi and Vi+’ are isomorphic as 
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L(B)-modules under the map T,(u(n))=u(n + 1) but they are not 
isomorphic as I( @)-modules. 
As a side interest we will prove the following. 
Claim 3. For 1 < i, < r, Vb is an irreducible L(G)-module. From 
Corollary (2.4) and Lemma (2.9), it is sufficient to prove that given any 
two MUP vectors of the form u(m), 
w(n) E vi0 (u, w E V, m, n E Z), (*) 
there exists XE 0 such that Z7(X)(u(m)) = w(n). By Lemma (2.10) we can 
further assume that u is an MUP vector of type 3L such that Image $k = L. 
In particular 3L#O. Write U= U(L(B))= aisz Ui where Ui= {XE U; 
[d, X] = ix}. 
Since (V, $) is an irreducible L(6)-module, there exists XE U such that 
4(X) u = w. Write X= xi X,,, Xki E Uki. Then 
W-9 u(m) = 1 &xk,) u(m + ki) and 14(X,,) u = w. (2.12) 
I I 
We can assume that the sum in (2.12) has a minimal number of non-zero 
terms. Since 27(X,,) u(m) = 4(X,,) u(m + ki) EV’O, we have 0(4(X,,) u) = 
P(qi(X,J u), where 
ni z ( - (m + ki) + &)(r). (2.13) 
By (*), u(w)=&-“+“I w. Since vectors belonging to different eigenspaces are 
linearly independent and the number of terms involved in the sum (2.12) is 
assumed to be minimal, 4(X,,) u and w belong to the same eigenspace of 0 
restricted to V. That is, ni = -n + io(r). Now by (2.13) we have m + ki E 
n(r). 
Since u is an MUP vector of type k, I # 0, it follows from Claim 2 that 
u(l,) E U(L(!G)) u(l,) if I, = f,(r). Hence xi U(L(Q))((&X,,) u )(m + ki) con- 
tains C (4(X,,) u)(n) = w(n), which proves Claim 3. 
Thus, although in our example (L(V), n) is not irreducible as L(S)- 
module, it is completely reducible. 
In fact we have a general theorem (Theorem 3.1) in the next section. 
3. COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY OF L(V) 
Now we will state the main theorem. 
THEOREM (3.1). Let V be an irreducible @i,-module which is completely 
reducible with respect to the Cartan subalgebra Qk. Then (L( V), Z7) is 
completely reducible as I( (5 )-module. 
We first prove some lemmas. 
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LEMMA (3.2). (i) For any non-zero vector UEL( V) we have L(V) = 
C,? ~a l%(i). Further if v is an MUP vector, then L(V) = C::d &(i). 
(ii) If v is a non-zero multiweight vector of L( V), of multi-weight l. 
such that Image *A = L,, then L(V) = C;:d l%(i). In particular if r = 1, 
L(V) = l7v. 
Proof: (i) By Lemma (2.9), we can assume that u= u,(n), u, E V, nEZ. 
Let uZ(m)E L(V) for O#U,E V, meZ. Since (V, 4) is an irreducible 
L(E)-module, there exists XE U(L(6)) such that 4(X) ur = u2. Write X= 
xi Xki where [d, X,,] = kiXk,. Then n(X) vi(n) = C #(Xki) v,(k,+ n) and 
Ci dWki) h(n) = u2W C onsider CIl(X,Ju,(-ki+n)=CiqS(X,,)o,(n)= 
u2(n). Hence we have proved that u2(n) E CE --a, Du(i) for all u2 E V, n E Z. 
Now from Lemma (2.8) the second part of Lemma (3.2)(i) follows. 
Let u be a multi-weight vector of multi-weight 5 such that 
Image $A = L,. Then there exists Q E U(L(2)) of t degree r such that Qu = 
Ic/AQ) o(r) = Wr), f or some 0 #A E C. Consider Qfl(m) = A”u(nr + m) 
which implies that i%(nr +m)~ l&(m) for all m and for all n 20. 
Therefore l%(n) c C;;d &(i). Now Lemma (3.2) (ii) follows from 
Lemma (3.2) (i). 
DEFINITION (3.3). For UE L( V), let n(u) be the least positive integer 
such that Dv n Du(n(v)) # (0). 
Remark (3.4). From Lemma (2.8), it follows that n(u)< k for any 
MUP vector u E L( V). 
LEMMA (3.5). Let O# VE L( V) and i, be an integer such that 
l?u n &(i,) # (0). Then one of the following is true. 
(i) There exists a non-zero MUP vector WE Dv such that 
Ow = Dw(i,). 
(ii) There exists w E l7u such that Dw n Dw(iO) = (0). 
Proof It is sufficient to prove the lemma for MUP vector II. 
Suppose (ii) is false for all w E i%. Then there exists a sequence of 
non-zero vectors {a,,}, >, such that ur = u and 
u, E Qu,-,)n Du,-l(iO)=-u,, u,( -ii,)E O(u,-,). 
Claim (*). For any positive integer n, u,( - ri,) E I% for 0 < r < n - 1. 
We will prove the claim by induction on n. When n = 2 the claim is 
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obvious, by choice of v2. We shall assume the result for n = 1 and prove it 
for n = I + 1. By induction assumption we have 
v,( - ri,) E ch, OdrGl-1. 
But we know that v,+i, vI+ ,( -&)E ov,. Therefore v[+i( -ri,), 
vI+ 1( - (r + 1) iO) E ov,( -riO) c I% for 0 < r < I- 1 which proves the claim. 
Fix n 2 k!. Observe that by Remark (2.7) (i), w( -ri,,) E Dv for 
O<r<n-1, for vector wE~v,. Therefore by Lemma (2.10) we can 
assume that v, is an MUP vector of type 1 such that the image $,, = L. 
Now there exist multi-weight vectors wi, w2, . . . . w, of multi-weights 
k,, A,, *.*, A,, respectively, such that y,=CiZ1 wi and 1- &. Fix a j,, 
1 < j, d t, and choose Q, Q’ E U(L(!i?)) of degree i, and - i,, respectively, 
such that +,, (Q) # 0, $,, (Q’) # 0. This is possible because we are assuming 
that Image $& = L. Ob&ve that 
h,(QQ') = h,,,(QQ') # 0 for l<i<k. (**I 
This follows from the definition of N and the fact that QQ’ has degree 
zero. 
Write tib,(Q) = A,tio and then 
Q(u,( -i,))= i Aiwi. 
i=l 
(***I 
Now the sum can be rewritten as xi Bjxj where Bj are distinct non-zero 
complex numbers and xj = xi wj, where the sum runs over those wj’s whose 
coefficients in (***) are the same (and non-zero). So we have Q(xj( --i,)) = 
Bjxj. By (**), xj( -i,,) = Dj Q’Q(xj( - i,,)) = DjBjQ’(x,) for some non-zero 
complex number Dj. Therefore we have proved that Uxj = uxj( - iO) for all 
j. To conclude Lemma (3.5), it is sufficient to prove that x, E Dv. For 
0 < I < n - 1, consider Q’(v,( - i,,l)) = C BjXjE uv (by (*)). NOW by Fact A, 
XjE lb. 
DEFINITION (3.6). For any MUP vector v E L( V), define I(v) to be the 
least positive integer such that 00 A Cf(:), n(i) # (0). 
Remark (3.7). For any MUP vector UE L( I’), I(v) <n(v). Further 
c!.y,- l h(i) = @ ;‘:‘; l lb(i) ( i.e., the sum is direct) follows trivially from 
the following observation. If C:=, Do(i) = @y= m Dv(i) then xyC-O” Ov(i) = 
@7=-g &(i) (by Remark (2.7) (ii)). 
Proof of Theorem (3.1). 
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(3.8). Claim 1. There exists a non-zero MUP vector w E L( V) such 
that Ow = &(n(w)). 
To see the claim, choose a non-zero MUP vector u E L( V) such that n(u) 
is maximal (Remark (3.4)). 
From the definition of n(u), it follows that I% n ~%(n(u)) #O. Then by 
Lemma (3.5), there exists a non-zero MUP vector w E Du such that 
(1) Ow= Bw(n(u)) or 
(2) ow i-7 Bw(n(u)) = (0). 
First observe that for w E I%, n(w) 2 n(u). If (1) is true, then clearly 
n(w) =n(u) and hence the claim. If (2) is true, then n(w)an(u)+ 1 which 
contradicts the choice of u. Hence Claim 1. 
Now choose a non-zero MUP vector w0 such that (3.8) holds and n(w,) 
is maximal. 
Claim 2. For any non-zero MUP vector u E Dw,, n(u) = n(wO). 
It is clear that n(v) > n(w,,) for all non-zero vector u E Dw,. Suppose 
Claim 2 is false. Let w be a non-zero MUP vector in Ow, such that 
n(w) > n(w,,) is maximal. Consider Own Ow(n(w)) # (0). By Lemma (3.5), 
there exists a non-zero MUP vector w’ E D such that 
(1) Ow’= Dw’(n(w)) or 
(2) Ow’n Ow’(n(w))= (0) 
Suppose (1) is true, then (3.8) holds for w’ and n(w’) = n(w) > n(w,). 
A contradiction to the choice of wO. 
Suppose (2) is true, then clearly n(w’) 2 n(w) + 1 and w’ E Dw c DwO. It 
is again a contradiction to the choice of w. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Put n,= n(w,,). From Lemma (3.2) (i) and Remark (2.7) (ii), we have for 
any non-zero MUP vector w E &w,) 
no- 1 
1 Ow(i) = L( V) 
i=O 
(3.9) 
iYw(i) n Dw(j) = (01, i f j(n,). (3.10) 
Choose u. E OWJ, such that l(u,) is maximal and write Quo) = I,. 
Claim 3. For any non-zero MUP vector u E Duo, I(u) = lo and 
lo- I 
0 Qu(i))=L(V) (direct sum). (3.11) 
i=O 
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It is clear, for any non-zero MUP vector u E &, l(u) > 1, (recall 
Definition (3.6)). Since I(u,) was chosen to be maximal, the other equality 
holds. 
Suppose n, = lo. Then (3.11) follows from (3.9) and Remark (3.7). We 
can assume Z,, = I(o) < n,. Then we have for any non-zero MUP vector 
u E ch,, 00 n Cz;’ &(i) #O. Hence there exists a non-zero MUP 
vector U,E l%nCFk;’ h(i). Hence Cy=;’ h,(i)sC~=;’ b(i), I%, G 
Cy=; ’ &J(Z). Since vi E 00 E &, G uw,, from (3.9) we have 
no- 1 no- 1 
L(V)= 1 ch,(i)E. c DU(i)GL(V). 
,=O i= 1 
Therefore we have L(V) = J$!!;’ h(i). Now using Remark 
conclude for any non-zero MUP vector u E: Ouo that we have 
ng - 2 
L(V)= c al(i). 
i=O 
(3.12) 
(2.7) (ii) we 
(3.13) 
If lo = no - 1 we are done. So assume IO < no - 1. Repeat the above 
argument replacing no by no - 1 and using (3.13) in place of (3.9) in (3.12) 
to get L( I’) = Cl”!?3 h(i) for any non-zero MUP vector u E Duo. 
Repeating the above arguments no - I, times we have t(V) = C&i eu(i) 
for all non-zero MUP vectors u E Duo. Now (3.11) follows from 
Remark (3.7). 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem (3.1) by proving that Duo(i) is 
an irreducible E(8)-module for all i, 0 < i < 1, - 1. Let w be a non-zero 
MUP vector of Duo. Then by Remark (2.7) (i), w(i) E i%,(i). Consider L 
L(V) = of:,’ uw(i) E @ p:i Duo(i) = L(V). Since the sum under con- 
sideration is direct we should have uw(i) = Duo(i) and that establishes the 
irreducibility of Duo(i) for all i. 
We will now give a sufficient condition for the irreducibility of 
M 0 ma)). 
THEOREM (3.14). Let a = (a,, a*, . . . . ak) be non-zero distinct complex 
numbers such that (~~/a,)~! # 1 (i # j). Then the L((S)-module (L(V), n(a)) is 
irreducible. 
Proof To see the irreducibility of L(V), it is sufficient o prove for any 
non-zero vector u E L( V), ou = L(V). From Corollary (2.4) we can assume 
that u is an MUP vector. From Lemma (2.10) we can further assume that 
u is of type 1 such that Image rjl = L. 
First observe that, from Definition (2.2), Lemma (1.6), Corollary (1.7), 
and conditions on als it follows that for any multi-weight 1, p of L(V) such 
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that i-p, we should have 1 =p. In other words any MUP vector is 
necessarily a multi-weight vector. Therefore, v is in fact a multi-weight 
vector of multi-weight h. Now from Lemma (3.2) (ii), it follows that 
I!70 = L( V). 
4. UNITARIZABILITY 
Under this section we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
unitarizability of the module (L(V), n(a)). 
We will start with some definitions. 
DEFINITION. A conjugate-linear anti-involution of L(S) is a map 
8: Jr(B) + L(B) such that O[X. Y] = COY, 19x1 
e(nx) = xc(x), x, YE QB), AEC. 
DEFINITION (4.1). An E(6)-module V is said to be unitarizable with 
respect to a conjugate-linear anti-involution 8 of E(B) if there exists a 
positive definite hermitian form ( , ) on V satisfying 
(Xv,, 02) = (Ul, e(x) o*> for all XEQB), vi, vZE V. 
Throughout this section we fix a conjugate-linear anti-involution w of 6. 
Then obviously Ok w is a conjugate-linear anti-involution of 6,. Deline W: 
L(S) + E(B) by r+(X@ t”) = w(X) @ t-“, @(Ad) = Xd for all XE (5, n E Z, 
and IE C. It can easily be checked that W is a conjugate-linear anti- 
involution of E(O). 
We will now state the main theorem. As usual let (V, t) be an irreducible 
@,-module, diagonalizable with respect o !&. Let a = (a,, a*, . . . . uk) where 
6, 4, . . . . ak are non-zero, distinct complex numbers. Let (L(V), n(a)) be 
the module for L(6) as defined under Section 1. 
(4.2). From now on we will always assume that each copy of 6 in 
Ok = Ok 8 acts non-trivially on V. If some copy acts trivially on V, then 
we can consider V as @,-module for r < k. 
THEOREM (4.3). (t(V), G’(a)) is unitarizable with respect to W if and 
only if (V, T) is unitarizable with respect to Ok w and (ai1 = lajl for all i 
and j. 
First we prove some lemmas which will be needed in proving 
Theorem (4.3). 
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We can assume that (a,) = 1. Consider the automorphism of L(0) 
defined by 8(X(n)) = Ja,l -“.X’(n), for all XE 0 and for all n E Z and 
8(d) = d. Consider (L(V), ~00) as L(0)-module which can easily be 
seen to be equivalent to (L(V),II(u’)) where a’=(a,lu,l-‘, u&~r(-~,..., 
4cl~ll -‘I 
LEMMA (4.4). Let 7i: 8 + 0, be defined by r,(X) = (0, . . . . X ,..., 0) with X 
in the ith place. Let (V, zi) be the @-module restricting the action of 0, to 8 
by ~~~ Then z,(G) v is non-zero for any non-zero v E V. 
ProoJ Suppose there exists a non-zero VE V, such that ~~(0) v = (0). 
Now consider 0,-module U(0,) v generated by v. Since (V, z) is an 
irreducible 0,-module, U(0,) v = V. Then( V, TV) is a trivial B-module, 
since ~~(0) commutes with all the copies of Qk except the ith copy, and the 
ith copy (i.e., z,(0)) acts trivially on V. This contradicts our assumption 
in (4.2). 
Let A be the set of roots of (0, 2). We fix S’ = (a,, a2, . . . . CC,}, a set of 
simple roots of A. For a E A, let 0, denote the corresponding root space 
of 0. 
(4.5). We will assume that w(0,)c 0_, for all QE A. (It is really no 
loss of generality since any conjugate-linear anti-involution of 0 can be 
conjugated to the above form by an automorphism of 0.) 
LEMMA (4.6). Denote by P(V) the set of all !i?k weights of V. Let 
1,1’ E P(V) and let 1~ j < k. Then there exists 5” E P(V) such that na = Ji 
for i#jandAT#Aj. 
Proof. We will prove this for j= i, the other cases being similar. Put 
n = dim Ok and choose a vector space basis X,, X, _ 1, . . . . X, of Ok such 
that it is a union of bases of k copies of 0. Then by the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem X>X>:; ... X:1 for ki non-negative integers, form a 
vector space basis for U(0,). Such basis vectors are called monomials. 
Let VEV~, WEV~, be non-zero vectors of V. Then there exists 
XE U(0k)A--5, such that Xv = W, since (V, t) is an irreducible (Sk-module. 
Write X= xi a&, where Xi is a monomial. Choose i such that X,lv # 0. Let 
xi= YkYkpl... Y, where Yic U(ri(0)). Now Y,v is non-zero and belongs 
to v;. 
Remark (4.7). Any non-trivial ti!-diagonalizable Q-module admits at 
least two non-zero weights. This can be verified using standard s12 
representation theory. 
Remark (4.8). From Lemma (4.4), Lemma (4.6), and Remark (4.7), it 
follows that there exists multi-weight 3, such that li # 0 for all i and for any 
fixed j, li # ,Ij for i # j. 
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Remark (4.9). We call a multi-weight 3, of (L(V), $a)) surjective if 
Image $51 = L. Now observe that, by Lemma (1.4), I in Remark (4.8) is in 
fact a surjective multi-weight. 
LEMMA (4. IO). Given any integers 1 < I, j d k, I # j such that a,Ci > 0 
there exists surjkctive multi-weights, A and p, satislving 
(i) ii#O#pj, for all 1 didk; 
(ii) 2,=/L,, lj#PjLi. 
Proof: Choose a surjective multi-weight a, & # A, for all i # I and Ri # 0 
for all i (by Remark (4.8)). Let v E V, and apply Lemma (4.4) and 
Remark (4.7) to U(r,(S)) v as a Q-module, to obtain a weight p such that 
pi = Ji for all i # j, pj # Aji, hi # 0 for all i. To see the lemma we must prove 
that p is surjective. Now by Lemma (1.4) the only way p cannot be surjec- 
tive is when p, = pji, a, = -ai. Contradicting the assumption a,Zj > 0. Put 
S= ( 1, 2, . . . . k). For any multi-weight 1= (A,, . . . . A,) E P( V), and for any 
permutation g of S, define ali. = (&(i), . . . . I,,,,). 
LEMMA (4.11). There exists a non-zero h’ E P( V) such that whenever 
aA’ E P( V) for some permutation (r of S, we have a)L’ = A’. 
Proof Fix pi # 0, the first component of some p E P(V). For 3, E P(V) 
define S,(a)= {ieS, li=,uL} and T, = {3\. EP( V); #S,(1) is maximal}. 
Then for 1,1’~T~, we have S,(5)=,!?,@‘). (If not, let j~Si@) and 
J# S, (5’). Apply Lemma 4.6 to k, k’, and j to obtain I” E P( V) such that 
S,(k) $i S,(i”) a contradiction.) For S E T, , put Si = S,(I). 
(4.11). (1) If a)L E P( V) for some li. E T, and for some permutation B of 
S, then al E T,. In particular a(S,) = S,. We also note that for li E T,, 
li = lj for i, in S,. If Si # S, let i E S\S, and fix a p2, which is the ith com- 
ponent of some element of T,. For I E T,, define S,(h) = (ie S; Ai = ,u2) 
and observe that Sz(lL) n Si = @. Let T2 = { 5 E T1 ; #S,(n) is maximal}. As 
above S, = S,@‘) = S,@“), for A’, 1” E T,. 
(2) If )L E T2 and 0 is a permutation of S such that a(5) E P( V), then 
ah E T2. Further as, = S2. Note that Ai = A., for i, j E S2. 
Continue the process to obtain disjoint sets S,, Sz, ..,, S,,, . . . of S and 
decreasing sets T,, TZ, . . . . T,, . . . of P(V). Since S is finite, the process must 
terminate. Let n be the largest integer such that S, is non-empty. Then by 
construction T, is non-empty. Let J 6 T,,. 
Then by (4.11) (l), (4.11) (2), . . . . (4.11) (n), 5 satisfies all the conditions 
of the lemma. 
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Now we will prove a proposition which will prove part of Theorem 4.3 
(See Section 1 for notation). 
With the assumptions as in Theorem (4.3), 
PROPOSITION (4.12). Assume la,1 = 1. Let (L(V), n(a)) be unitary with 
respect to W and the positive definite form ( , ). Then 
(i) [ai1 = 1 for all i. 
(ii) For u E V,, WE VP, n, mEZ, we have (u(n), w(m)) = (v, w) 
provided n = m and A= c and (u(n), w(n)) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof of Proposition (4.12) (i). Choose a surjective multi-weight k of 
(L(V), n(a)) such that Izi # 0 for all i. Let v E Vk. Choose an element 
Q E U(L(!S)) such that $,(Q) = t and put Q* = G(Q) (we denote the exten- 
sion of W to an anti-involution of U(,?(B)) also by W). Then $,(Q*) = ct-’ 
for some complex number c and Q”(v(m))= u(n +m), (Q*)” v(m)= 
v(m - n) for all m, n E Z, n > 0. Consider (Q’v, v(n)) = (v, (Q*)” u(n)). 
(4.13). This gives (v(n), v(n)) =?(v, u) for n>,O. Specializing for 
n = 1 we conclude that c is a positive real number. 
Consider for h E !& 
<h(n) 0, v(n)> = (v, W(n)) v(n)>, 
which implies 
(4.14). CA,(h) a;(v(n), v(n)) =C AT(h)(a,+)“((u, v)) where A*(h)= 
&(w(h)), a,? = ti;‘. From (4.13) we have 
1 Ai a;? = C I,+(h) ti;“. 
From Lemma (1.6), there exists a permutation Q of S such that (recall that 
&#O for all i) 
(4.15). li=l&, for all iES. 
(4.16). aicl,(i) = c- ’ for all i E S. 
Consider a,~j+&~ = c-l = a&,), c being real, aazCij = ai for all i. Since als 
are distinct, u is a permutation of order at most two. 
We summarize the above discussion. We first started with a surjective 
multi-weight I and produced a permutation c and a positive real number 
c, satisfying (4.15) and (4.16). Now we will prove that r~ and c do not 
depend on 1. 
Consider nia&&) = cek. The L.H.S. being constant and c being a 
positive real number, c is uniquely defined. From (4.16) it is easy to see 
that IJ is uniquely defined. 
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In view of (4.16), to prove part (i) of Proposition (4.12), it is sufficient o 
prove that CJ = Id (recall that (a, 1 = 1). Suppose 0 # Id, then there exist i #j 
such that o(i) =j and g(j) = i. Further, for every surjective multi-weight 3L 
such that Ar # 0 for all 1, we should have Aj = A,* (4.15). This is a contradic- 
tion to Lemma (4.10). Hence we have proved that G = Id. We also have 
c= 1. 
(4.17). We note that Izi = 2: for any multi-weight 3, of (L(V), n(a)). 
We have already seen this for a surjective multi-weight )i (4.15). To see 
(4.17) for a multi-weight 1 such that Image II/,, = L,, choose an element 
QE U(L(2)) such that $n(Q)= tr. Repeat the above argument up to (4.14) 
to conclude that 
(4.18). C n,(h) a;‘~” = C I,+(h) al’ (for all n 2 0) where (v(m), u(m)) = 
~~(0, v), VE V,. We are using (a,1 = 1 for all i. Also note that c is a positive 
real number. Now using Lemma (1.4) and Corollary (1.7), we conclude 
that c is a root of unity. c being positive real number, it follows that c = 1. 
This completes the proof of (4.17). 
Proof of Proposition (4.12) (ii). Let v E Vk, w E V,,. From (1.1) and 
invariance of ( , ) we have n(o(n), w(m)) = (h(n), w(m)) = 
(v(n), dw(m)) =m(v(n), w(m)). Hence (v(n), w(m)) =0 if nfm. 
Claim 1. Suppose h, p are multi-weights of (L(V), n(a)) such that 
Image $,, # Image $,,. Then ( Vk @ L, V,, @ L) = 0. We can assume that 
there exists r > 0 such that t’~Image tis and t’q! Image 9,. Choose 
QE U(L(f?)) of t degree r such that $,(Q)= t’. Then by choice of r, 
$,(Q*) = 0. Let v E V, and WE V,,, rn~ 2. Consider (v(m), w(m)) = 
(Qv(m-r), w(m)> = <W-r), Q*w(m)> = (W-r), $,,(Q*) w(m-r)> 
= 0. This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
By Lemma (4.11) there exists a non-zero multi-weight 1’ such that 1L’ N R 
implies 3L’ = p for any multi-weight ~1 of (L(V), n(a)). Fix such a multi- 
weight 3L’. 
Claim 2. ( V,. @ L, V,, @ L) = 0 for any multi-weight c # 1’. Clearly we 
can assume that Image ti5, = Image $,, = L, for some r >O. Choose 
QE U(L(2)) such that $,,(Q)= t’. Write $,(Q*)= ct-’ for some complex 
number c. For s, m, n E Z, n 2 0, consider (Q”u(m + sr), w(m + (s + n) r)) 
= (o(m + sr), c”w(m + sr) ) for all u E V,,, w E V,,. This implies 
(4.19). (u(m + (s + n) r, w(m + (s + n) r) = E”(u(m + sr), w(m + sr)). If 
(u(m), w(m)) = 0 for all u E V;, w E V,, and m E Z, we are done. We will 
now assume that for some DE Vi, w E V,,, m E Z, (v(m), w(m)) # 0 and 
prove 5’ = p, a contradiction to the choice of c. Specializing (4.19) for 
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s = 1, n = 1 we can see that c # 0. Specializing (4.19) for various s E Z we 
can prove that, 
(4.20). For all neZ (n could be negative as well) (u(m +m), 
w(m+m)) =~“(u(m),w(m)). For ~E!Z consider, for all PZEZ, (h(nr)o(m), 
w(m+m)) = (u(m),h*(m)w(m+m)) which implies C n,(h) a~(u(m+m), 
w(m + ml> =c ,4(h) al’(u(m), w(m)> ( we are using (4.12) (i) and (4.17). 
By (4.20) we have 
1 n,(h) al’c” = c pi(h) al’. 
Since we are assuming Image $ ,.=Image $,,= L,, we have proved that 
3L’ N p. But by choice of I’, I’ = IL. This contradicts the choice of p. This 
completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim 3. For any a # p, ( V, @IL, V,, @ L) = 0. Let k’ be as in Claim 2 
and fix a non-zero vector u E Vxr. Let Image 9&r = L,, u E Vk, w E V,,. By 
Lemma (3.2) (ii) there exist X,,, Xi, . . . . X,_ i E U(L(Q)) such that 
C;;i n(Xi) u’(i) = u, where [d,Xi]= -iXi and q5(Xi)~U(Ok)l-V. Here 
U(B,),= {Xc U(6,); [h, X] =q(h) X for all hi!&} and U((li,)= 
0 qEej U(B,),. For any n E Z, consider 
r-1 
<u(n), w(n)> = 1 <flVJ u’(i+n), w(n)> 
i=O 
r-1 
= iso (u’(i + n), Wxj)* w(n) > 
=o (by Claim 2). 
Claim 4. For any multi-weight p, (u(n), w(n)) = <u, w), for all 
II, WE V,, for all neZ. 
A proof of Claim 4, for surjective I( such that pi # 0 for all i, is contained 
in Proposition (4.12) (i). In fact Claim 4 follows, for u = w, n 2 0, from 
(4.13) and the fact that c= 1, and the same proof works for all u, w. For 
n<O, (u( -n), w( -n)) = (Q-%(n), w( -n)) = (u(n), w(n)). 
Now to prove Claim 4 for an arbitrary P, fix a surjective 3, such that 
Ji # 0 for all i. Let u, w E V,, and a non-zero u’ E V,. Then by Lem- 
ma (3.2) (ii) there exists XE U(L(B)) such that [d, X] = 0 and 17(X) u’ = u 
and 4(X) E U(O&-*,. 
(4.21). Consider (u(n), w(n)) = (n(X) u’(n), w(n)) = (u’(n), n*(X) 
w(n)) = (u’(n), (n*(X) w)(n)). Since wE V,, [d, X] =0, fj(X)e 
IY(Q~)~-*,, we have n*(X) WE V,. Thus we have (u’(n), (n*(X) w)(n)) = 
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(u’, I7*( X) w ) (since Claim 4 is true for A). Hence form (4.21), we have 
for all n, (u(n), w(n)) = (u’, n*(X) w). In particular (v(n), w(n)) = 
(u(O), w(0)) = (u, w}. Claims 1, 2, 3, and 4 prove Proposition (4.12) (ii). 
Proof of Theorem (4.3). First observe that the following diagram 
commutes iff lail = 1 for all i. 
(4.22). 
Recall that we are assuming [alI = 1. Assume (L(V), n(a)) is unitary 
with respect to‘ W. Then by Proposition (4.12) (i) Diagram (4.22) com- 
mutes. Let ( , ) be a unitary form on L(V) and let ( , ) be the restriction of 
( , ) to V. To prove that ( , ) is a @,-invariant with respect o wk it is suf- 
ficient to check (&X(n)) V, u’) = (u, wk 0 #(X(n)) u’) for all u, u’ E V, XE 6, 
n E Z (using Proposition (4.12) (ii) as well as the fact that q5 is surjective). 
Consider 
(d(e)) U? u’) = (W(n)) 03 0’) 
= ($(Wn)) u(n), u’(n)> 
= (mm)) 0, u’(n)> (definition of I7) 
= (4 Wwun))) u’(n)> (invariance of (, )) 
= <UT 4(w(wn)) 0’) (definition of Z7) 
= cut (Wk~tBKw))(Q> (by diagram (4.22) commuting) 
= (4 (w/co 4)(W))(u’)). 
Conversely assume that Iail = 1 for all i and (V, r) is unitary with respect 
to wk. Let ( , ) be the invariant form on V. Define ( , ) on L( V) by 
<u(n), w(n)> = (UT w> for n=m 
=o for n#m 
for all u, w E V. This can easily be confirmed as unitary with respect o W by 
making use of the fact that Diagram (4.22) commutes. 
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